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ABSTRACT
Secure communications (HTTPS, SSH, etc) are important in the
current Internet services. Implementations of secure protocols
should be tested as exhaustively as possible. Repeated protocol
fuzz testing from every reachable state is necessary and
snapshot/rollback mechanism is required. Ordinary snapshot tools,
however, only bring back a state of process or virtual machine
(VM), and do not take care of packets on a wire. It means that
they have no feature of distributed snapshot defined by ChandyLamport. Furthermore, secure protocols inherently depend upon a
computing environment (e.g., random number) and make it
difficult to repeat same testing. In order to solve these problems
easily and generally, we propose a new protocol for controlling
snapshot/rollback of VM, and an implementation which uses
nested VMs and proxies. The internal VM of nested VM emulates
whole hardware for exact repeat of protocol handling, and the
external VM and proxies work for managing the state of internal
VM and packets on a wire. In the current implementation internal
VM is the instruction emulator QEMU and external VM is KVM
which uses virtualization instructions. On a feasibility study, 4
TLS 1.2 servers (OpenSSL, GnuTLS, CyaSSL, and PolarSSL)
were verified, and we found 2 bugs in CyaSSL and 1 bug in
PolarSSL.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance of Systems—
Measurement
Techniques;
C.2.2
[Computer
Systems
Organization]: Network Protocols — Protocol verification

General Terms
Design, Verification, Measurement, Performance, Reliability,
Security

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, secure communications (HTTPS, SSH, etc)
become important because most of the Internet services depend on
them. Unfortunately, vulnerabilities of secure communications are
discovered repeatedly. For example, TLS certificates created by
random numbers with insufficient entropy came to significant
issues in 2012 [5,11,13]. Many same TLS certificates were
distributed and frightened the root of trust. In order to settle the
problem, Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) offers a site which
investigates correctness of TLS certificates [6]. It shows that
implementations of secure protocols should be tested as
exhaustively as possible.
Fuzz testing of protocol is popular software test technique
that provides invalid, unexpected, or random packets to an
implementation of protocol [9]. Current brute-force fuzz testing,
however, is not enough for an implementation of secure protocol
because secure protocol has states to change mode (e.g.,
negotiating from plain text to cipher), which is not easily reached
with randomly created packets. Implementation of changing mode
is likely to make a mistake and should be tested repeatedly with
sophisticated fuzz packets. In order to make precise protocol fuzz
testing, we are developing a fuzz packet generator which creates
test packets based on a specification of protocol (i.e., RFC of
IETF) and investigates implementations of critical protocol
handling repeatedly.
Repeated protocol fuzz testing requires same repetition of
protocol handling. However, standard snapshot does not satisfy
the requirements. First, ordinary snapshot tools treat only one
computing instance (i.e., a process or a virtual machine (VM))
and do not treat multi computing instances in general. The feature
may cause inconsistency between a server and client because it
does not take care of packets on a wire. This problem is known as
distributed snapshot defined by Chandy-Lamport[2]. Second, the
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fuzz testing need not to know the detail of OS behavior, but has to
maintain consistency between a server and client because normal
snapshots are taken on the server and client separately. The same
situation happens when a guest OS runs on multi-processors. The
problem is treated by synchronization in SMP-ReVirt [7] or
serialization in DoublePlay [19] on VMM. They require special
customization of VMM. On the other hand, our snapshot/rollback
scheme is implemented on nested VMs and proxies, and does not
require customization of VMM.

protocol fuzz testing requires taking snapshot just before sending
a certain packet. However, most snapshot tools are independent of
packet, and they must be customized to be triggered by a certain
packet. Third, some secure protocols inherently depend upon a
computing environment (e.g., random number generated by
hardware; Intel Sandy Bridge’s RDRAND instruction, random
generator in TPM (Trusted Platform Module) chip, etc). The
random numbers should be exactly repeatable because they are
used to find vulnerabilities on a certain computing status. It means
that rollback schemes for secure protocol test have to treat whole
computing environment.

Nested VMs may seem to be over-specification because it
uses much computing resource and causes performance
degradation. However, continuous studies of nested VMs [1,10]
reduce overhead, and some application can use nested VMs to
solve individual problem. For example, CloudVisor[22] uses
nested VMs for security protection in multi-tenant cloud. XenBlanket[21] uses nested VMs for VM live migration on Amazon
EC2.

In this paper, we propose a new protocol for controlling
snapshot/rollback of VM. The protocol encapsulates packets of
target protocol in order to place them under control. As an
implementation of the protocol handler, we propose to use nested
VMs with proxies. The internal VM of nested VM emulates
whole hardware for exact repeat of protocol handling, and the
external VM and proxies work for managing the state of internal
VM and packets on a wire. The implementation is not only easy
but also general to apply other VMs because it utilize an existing
snapshot/rollback function of standard virtual machine monitor
(VMM) and does not requires any customization of VMM. Nested
VMs may seem to be over-specification, but some optimizations
(reducing memory usage and omitting GUI) achieve appropriate
performance. The feasibility of nested VMs was confirmed for 4
TLS 1.2 servers (OpenSSL, GnuTLS, CyaSSL, and PolarSSL).
They helped to find 2 bugs in CyaSSL and 1 bug in PolarSSL.

3. DIFFICULTY OF PROTOCL FUZZ
TESTING
Protocol fuzz testing requires exact repeat of protocol handling to
test an implementation of secure protocol. The implementation of
fuzz testing, however, has some problems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mentions
related works and Section 3 describes the detail of difficulty of
protocol fuzz testing. Section 4 presents new protocol which
encapsulates existing secure protocol and control VM snapshot
and rollback. Section 5 describes the design of rollback scheme
which uses nested VMs and proxies. Section 6 reports the current
implementation and its performance on the fuzz packet generator
for TLS 1.2. Section 7 discusses future works and Section 8
summarizes this paper.

3.1 Consistency between a Server and Client
In order to resume secure communication, the consistency
between a server and client has to be kept. Ordinary snapshot
tools, however, take a snapshot image of a process or a VM
instance on one side (client or server), and do not take care of the
packets on a wire, which is known as distributed snapshot
problem [2]. It does not mean the simultaneous snapshots on a
server and client because the time to take snapshot is usually
longer than the time to send a packet, and it is not easy to
guarantee physical coincident snapshots on distributed systems.
The point is to keep logical consistency of already-created packets.

2. RELATED WORKS

In order to deal with packets on a wire, we use control
protocol proposed in section 4. A control packet make a roundtrip on a wire between the server and client, and the snapshot
mechanism confirms no packets on a wire. The detail is described
in section 4.

The requests for rollback scheme on protocol fuzz testing seem to
be same for VM live migration or VM debugging. However, VM
live migration and VM debugging are based on a different
assumption and do not cause problems.
VM live migration [4,14,16] can guarantee that time does not
go back and does not need to care of packets controlled by TCP
because they are re-send by TCP mechanism. The point is that
VM live migration is caused by one-side VM (server or client),
but protocol fuzz testing assumes that rollback causes both server
and client.

3.2 Packet Level Granularity Control
Protocol fuzz testing for secure protocol requires to repeat tests
for each packet. It means that snapshot has to be managed by
packet level granularity. A snapshot command has to be issued
before a certain packet.

Normal VM debugging [3,8,12,20] treats only one guest OS
and keeps a log of precise hardware behavior. The problem of VM
debugging is not the keeping a log. The problem is the
understanding of meaning of hardware usage of guest OS, which
is known as VM introspection[15,18]. On the other hand, protocol

Unfortunately, current snapshot tools cannot distinguish
packets because snapshot command is issued independent of
packet. To solve this problem, snapshot mechanism needs to
recognize each packet.
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Figure 1. Implementation of packet level snapshot/rollback using nested VMs and proxies

to verify the implementation. Therefore, random numbers must be
repeatable, when rollback is occurred.

Furthermore, a connection between the server and client is
cut when each snapshot is taken on a certain virtual machine. The
rollback scheme needs to manage the reestablishment of the
connection when it brings back the status.

In order to include repeatable random numbers, we need to
use a virtual machine which emulates full hardware. However, the
repeatable random numbers on a virtual machine also caused
another problem on real usages[17]. The repeatable random
numbers give a hint to an attacker. Some virtual machine has a
mechanism to prevent repeatable random numbers. Therefore, we
have to choose a virtual machine which repeats same random
numbers for protocol test.

As a solution, we propose protocols which control snapshot
and rollback. A test-target protocol is encapsulated by this
protocol at a fuzz packet generator and de-capsulated by a
snapshot tool on a test-target. Using this protocol, snapshot is
taken before a certain packet in the stream of secure
communication. When a snapshot is resumed, the protocol
handler has to reestablish the network connection instead of
virtual machine.

4. PROTOCOL WHICH ENCAPSULATES
EXISTING PROTOCOL AND CONTROLS
VM

3.3 Rollback with Computing Environment
Many implementations of secure protocol depend on a computing
environment. When the computing environment is changed, the
behavior of secure communication is also changed. For example,
TLS certificates created by random numbers with insufficient
entropy came to big issues in 2012 [5,11,13]. Ordinary random
number generator is not included in an implementation of secure
protocol because random numbers are offered by its computing
environment. Some random number generators depend on
hardware (e.g., Intel Sandy Bridge’s RDRAND instruction) and
are not repeatable. This evidence indicates the protocol testing
should include its computing environment.

We propose a new protocol called VTP (Virtual Test Protocol)
that encapsulates existing secure protocol and controls VM
snapshot and rollback. VTP maintains secure communication
streams on a wire. VTP consists of mainly three elementary
protocols; “Capsule”, “Take_Snapshot”, and “Rollback”. The
characters are summarized in Table 1. VTP is designed for our
fuzz packet generator but can be used for other purposes.

Figure 1 shows a scenario of VTP with nested VMs
and proxies. Our fuzz packet generator verifies TLS
protocol on the environment.

For protocol fuzz testing, rollback of computing environment
should be repeatable. It means all behavior should be repeated
exactly. If a rollback image behaves differently, it makes difficult
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Table 1. VTP (Virtual Test Protocol) which encapsulates existing
protocol and controls VM
Protocol
Capsule

Take_
Snapshot
Rollback
(with ID)

Action
Packets of secure communication are encapsulated
with capsule protocol. The flow of encapsulated
packets is managed when take_snapshot or
rollback packet is issued.
It takes VM snapshot image. Packets on the wire
must be managed by a certain method. Return
snapshot ID.
It resumes snapshot. Network connection is
reestablished
if
VM
disconnects
the
communication.

All TLS packets issued by fuzz packet generator are
encapsulated by “Capsule” protocol. The packets are decapsulated at the internal proxy. Each capsulated packet is treated
as data packet. The packet has a sequence number, and the flow is
controlled. The original TLS protocol does not concern to the
physical condition of network.
A take_snapshot packet is used to take a snapshot of external
VMs and returns the snapshot ID. It also confirms all
encapsulated packets are flushed from the wire. The flush is
confirmed by round-trip of take_snapshot packet between external
proxy and internal proxy, which is same to consistent global state
defined by Chandy-Lamport[2].

and achieves good performance. As described in Figure 1, an
internal proxy runs on the external KVM to manage the proposed
protocol (VTP), and an external proxy runs on the host OS to
manage snapshot of external KVM which includes internal
QEMU.
The following sections describe the detail of protocol
handling for snapshot and rollback and optimization for nested
VMs.

5.1 Protocol Handling
The standard snapshot function on a VM does not maintain the
network connection. This problem is solved with nested virtual
machines (external VM and internal VM) and proxies (Figure 1).
An external VM includes an internal VM and an internal proxy.
The internal VM must be repeat full computing environment (i.e.,
random number). The internal proxy connects to an internal VM.
When a take_snapshot packet is sent, external VMM takes a
snapshot, which keeps the state of the connection between the
internal VM and the internal proxy. Even if the external VM is
resumed to a snapshot image with rollback packet, the connection
is operative. However, the connection to the outside (external
proxy) is not included in the snapshot. The external proxy
recognizes the rollback packet and reestablishes the connection.
Figure 2 shows the implementation detail of proxies. The two
ports are used to control the external VM. One port (12344) is

A rollback packet with a snapshot ID resumes the
corresponding snapshot image of external VM. The rollback
packet manages dis- and re-connections without being recognized
by the secure communication. The detail of VM management is
described in the next section.
Taking a snapshot and rollback of external VM are achieved
by the function offered by standard VMM. This implementation
does not require any customization and can be applied on any
virtual machine monitors, which allows nested VMs.

5. NESTED VMS AND PROXIES
Protocol fuzz testing requires exact repeat of protocol handling,
and protocol level control of snapshot. In order to achieve these
requirements easily, we use nested VMs and proxies. The internal
VM of nested VM emulates whole hardware for exact report of
protocol handling, and the external VM and proxies work for
managing the state of internal VM and packets on a wire. External
VM does not need to emulate whole hardware. It is rather
required fast control of internal VM.
As a prototype implementation, Nested VMs is consisted of
KVM and QEMU being external and internal VMMs, respectively.
Internal QEMU is a software emulator and repeat same hardware
behavior when it is rolled back by external KVM. External KVM
uses virtualization instruction (e.g., Intel VT-d and AMD SVM)
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Figure 2. Implementation detail of external and internal
proxies on nest VMs.

allows write requests from internal VM again using “switch” of
Perl.

used for encapsulated packets, and the other port (4444) is used
for VM control commands (SAVEVM is a command to take a
snapshot and LOADVM is a command to rollback an image). For
internal VM, only one port (12345) is used for encapsulated
packets because the internal VMM never take a snapshot.

5.2 Optimization

All packets for secure communication are encapsulated and
de-capsulated at internal proxy. When a take_snapshot command
is issued at the external proxy, the take_snapshot packet is sent to
the internal proxy. When the packet is arrived at the internal proxy,
internal proxy disallows any write requests from internal VM
using “select” of Perl. It means that a write request from internal
VM is suspended, but the connection is still alive. Internal proxy
sends back take_snapshot packet to confirm all encapsulated
packets are flushed between internal proxy and external proxy.
After the confirmation, external proxy sends SAVEVM command
with an ID to the port 4444 which connects to the external VMM.
The external VMM takes its snapshot with the ID. The ID is
managed by the external proxy. After that, the connection between
external proxy and internal proxy is disconnected.
When the fuzz packet generator issues a rollback packet with
snapshot ID, the external proxy sends LOADVM command to the
port 4444. The external VMM resumes corresponding snapshot.
At that time, the connection between external and internal proxy
is still disconnected. After resuming snapshot image, external
proxy sends rollback packet to internal proxy. When the internal
proxy receives a rollback packet, the internal proxy reestablishes
the connection between external and internal proxy. After that it

Most virtual machines have a default GUI which emulates a video
card. In general nested VMs emulate the GUI of internal VM on
external VM again, which consumes much time. Fortunately
QEMU and KVM have “curses mode” which emulates text user
interface and displays VGA output. In our implementation, we
nests curses mode on internal and external VMs.
When GUI is removed, guest OS on internal and external
VM can delete X window and window manager, and reduce
consumption of memory. It means the reduction of snapshot
overhead because most snapshot commands save whole memory
image of VM to a file. The effects are mentioned in performance
evaluation section.

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND FEASIBILITY
STUDY
The prototype of nested VMs (external KVM and internal
QEMU) uses Debian squeeze 6.0.5(Linux 2.6.32) as a guest OS.
The internal and external proxies are implemented in Perl, and
their sizes are small (External is 430 LOC, Internal is 132 LOC).

Figure 3. Process of fuzz packet generator for TLS.
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before sending ChangeCipherSpec.

6.1 Fuzz Testing on TLS Servers
We applied the fuzz packet generator to nested VMs. Figure 3
shows the process of the fuzz packet generator which tried to
check handshake of TLS 1.2 protocol on 4 TLS servers (OpenSSL,
GnuTLS, CyaSSL, and PolarSSL).
At first (stage 0 in Figure 3), the fuzz packet generator sends
valid packets to check valid reaction. The fuzz packet generator
takes a snapshot before sending a valid packet because the
snapshot is used for fuzz testing. The No.1 snapshot is taken
before fuzz packet generator sends “client hello”. After that fuzz
packet generator receives correct “server hello, Server Certificate,
and Server Hello Done”. Before sending “Client Key Exchange”,
the fuzz packet generator takes No.2 snapshot. It continues the
end of the valid communication.

When a client sends HelloRequest message to CyaSSL,
CyaSSL returns "no_renegotiation" alert.

It also found following 1 bug in PolarSSL.


Handshake
message.

fails

by

incorrect

CertificateRequest

We reported the results to the mailing list, and the bugs were fixed.

6.2 Performance
The performance was evaluated on the environments with and
without GUI and on large memory (1GB for external VM, and
512MB for internal VM.) and small memory (512 MB for
external VM, and 256MB for internal VM). The target TLS server
was PolarSSL, but other TLS servers (OpenSSL, GnuTLS,
CyaSSL) showed almost same performance. The test bed machine
was ThinkPad T410 (CPU Intel Core i7-M620 2.67Ghz, Memory
4GB).

After finishing the valid communication, the fuzz packet
generator starts fuzz testing. The fuzz packet generator resumes
the No.1 snapshot image, and sends a fuzz packet of “client hello”
in order to check the reaction (stage 1). After the first fuzz packet,
the fuzz packet generator resumes again the No.1 snapshot image
and sends another fuzz packet. It continues the end of fuzz testing
for “client hello” protocol.

Table 2 shows the time for each fuzz testing of TLS
handshake. Fuzz packet generator took 9 snapshots and used them
2,311 times for rollback. The results show that NoGUI and small
memory increased the performance. The most influential factors
were snapshot and rollback. NoGUI reduced them to 70% and
GUI and small memory reduced them to 40%. The total time
could be half from GUI with large memory to NoGUI with small
memory. As the result, the overhead time caused by nested VM
and proxy (1,286 sec) became almost same to the time consumed
by fuzz packet testing on NoGUI and small memory environment
(1,080 sec).

After the fuzz testing for “client hello” protocol, the fuzz
packet generator resumes the No.2 snapshot image and sends a
fuzz packet “Client Key Exchange” (Stage 2). It also continues the
end of fuzz testing for “Client Key Exchange” protocol. The
sequence of packet fuzz testing continues to the end of handshake
of TLS protocol.
The fuzz testing found 2 bugs in CyaSSL.




When a client sends corrupt finished message to
CyaSSL, CyaSSL returns encrypted alert message

7. DISCUSSIONS
The performance (time and image size) of take_snapshot and
rollback depends on the size of memory used in a VM. It is
caused by taking whole memory image for snapshot. If a VMM
can use a differential snapshot mechanism which saves updated
memory pages only, the overhead time will be reduced. Same
technique is used on VM migration [16] but is not yet applied on
VM snapshot. Especially, a fuzz packet generator takes a snapshot
for each packet with very short time period, and the updated
memory pages are expected to be very few.

Table 2. Time for fuzz testing (Internal VM is QEMU
(PolarSSL on Linux), External VM is KVM).

Setting up nested VMs
Fuzz packet generator
Nested
VMs and
Proxies

NoGUI

NoGUI

Mem:

Mem:

Mem:

1024/512

1024/512

512/256

(sec)

(sec)

(sec)

266

107

93

1,307

1,164

1,080

Snapshot

57

37

24

(9 times)

(6.33)

(4.11)

(2.67)

Rollback

3,135

2,197

1,286

(2,311times)

(1.36)

(0.96)

(0.56)

12

13

12

5,043

3,622

2,587

Other
Total

GUI

Easy and extensible implementation scheme for testing tool
is important. For example, our proposed method does not depend
on a special combination of nested VMs and allows replacing
internal VM with other CPU emulator. We also tried ARM
QEMU as internal VM and also verified three TLS 1.2 servers
(OpenSSL, GnuTLS, and CyaSSL). It shows the nested VMs are
flexible and can be applied on other situations (e.g., I/O fuzz
testing, memory fuzz testing, API fuzz testing, etc).
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8. CONCLUSIONS
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